Assessment of progress

• Appreciate opportunity to participate in Global Dossier Task Force;

• Pleased with progress on passive side;

• Proposals for further issues for discussion by Task Force/Heads;

• Timeframe for current implementation and considering new suggestions;
Industry Priorities

1. Alerts of status changes:
   • Industry wants rapid multinational notification;

2. Applicant name standardisation:
   • Suggestion: one applicant code per company in English and national language, issued nationally or internationally? Topic for Task Force?

3. Cross filing proof of concept: look forward to results of pilot test; Additionally, suggestion that documents that don’t require local agent input could be subject of test; How do we progress?
   • Proposal for making documents available multinationally when local agent input required: for discussion by Task Force/Heads?

4. XML-based documents;

5. Legal status standardisation;